Social legislation is the popular topic of the day. If he realizes it the Forgotten Man must be mildly annoyed by being so well remembered. While the noisy protagonists of the various styles of social insurance are making their stirring pleas it is only right that the opponents have their day in court. Dr. Ochsner ably presents the case. His long and active career as a student in the Health Insurance Clinics in Germany and as a practicing physician and member of Welfare Commissions in America eminently qualifies him to form opinions of his own and to comment authoritatively upon the opinions of others.
The book is written in a vigorous, rather dogmatic style. It is unfortunate that the author relies so frequently on the fable and anecdote method of proof which is not always convincing, but in spite of that there is never any uncertainty in the reader's mind as to where Dr. Ochsner stands; each page brings out a sound denial of some favorite assertion of the Social Insurance enthusiasts. In passing he takes unerring pot-shots at the earnest reformer who has one starry eye on the pay-roll, the ever-busy executive secretary of the uplifters, and the professional survey-maker who obligingly unearths the wrongs that his philanthropic sponsor surmised. It is regretted that he overlooked the beaming target presented by the politico who appreciates the powerful vote-getting mechanism of social legislation.
One after another are wise observations concerning the cost of social insurance, the inadequacy of the service rendered, the undermining of Independence, Industry, and Integrity, and finally he quite wrecks the prevalent opinion that there is some mystical hocus-pocus in government that can fix up anything.
The most telling conclusion that the author develops is in one of the early chapters where he establishes that Unemployment and Sickness Insurance are not only misnamed, but are so-called with a deliberate motive of deception to make the people think they are getting insurance when in reality they are receiving alms. He supports this conclusion with such important technical evidence that denial is difficult.
Dr. Ochsner is especially concerned with compulsory Health Insurance, and rightly so. He is convinced that no such system can solve the problem of poverty for which these schemes are originated, nor will it supply adequate and efficient medical services for the citizens of any nation. Moreover, he believes that physicians under Compulsory Insurance will be in a sorry plight. Financially they might not lose, but it is not financial terms in which he is primarily interested, it is in the conditions of such service and these are inimical to the traditional ideals of the profession. In short, he believes that the whole proposition is a will-of-the-wisp, a delusion and a snare, and should be opposed to the last inch.
The whole Social Insurance scheme to Dr. Ochsner is "Based on the ethically indefensible theory that individuals are entitled to things that they have not earned and on the politically unsound doctrine that society owes every citizen a comfortable living whether or not he repays society by doing his fair share of the world's work." These are strong and almost treasonable words in this day and age, but they are not so far removed from the "Work and Win" and "Keep thy shop and thy shop will keep thee" doctrine of Benjamin Franklin.
The main purpose of this book is to arouse the profession and the general public to an impending danger, but it is difficult for this reviewer to share the grim apprehension that Dr. Ochsner feels. Our history supplies a dozen occasions when zealous reformers have hailed the dawn of a new nation and dismayed conservatives have seen the end of America, but our national temperament has a way, in time, of settling back to shrewd common sense which ultimately smiles at its own fervor. In this text of 300 pages the author has collected all of the essential facts relative to amebic dysentery. Based upon his wide experience with the disease, the statements made become authoritative, and represent present-day opinions and interpretations of the many aspects of amebiasis.
Etiology, epidemiology, pathology, diagnosis, symptomatology, and prophylaxis and treatment all receive attention, and it is noteworthy that the lists of references accompanying each chapter include many contributions appearing during the present year. Indeed, as the author states, it is the renewed interest in the disease arising from the Chicago outbreak that provided the incentive to preparation of the text. It should prove useful to the physician as well as to the laboratory worker. GEO As the author indicates in the preface, this work is a text for the general practitioner and surgeon, rather than an exhaustive monograph on the subject of lymphatic tuberculosis. The historical aspects of the subject are reviewed in an entertaining style and with satisfactory completeness. The important features in the biology of the tubercle bacillus are stressed and such controversial points as the relative frequence of human and bovine type infections are handled impartially.
